Decision Advisor®

Managing Projects for Value

When it comes to understanding and managing the economic value of R&D and NPD, there is no more
powerful tool than Decision Advisor. This intelligent decision system coaches you through the whole process: from mapping value to constructing the business model, to analyzing the project, to combining project
analyses into a portfolio. The system provides unparalleled insights into the value of your projects. It plays a
crucial role in project planning and gate decisions.

Our customers report an average increase of 30% in the value of their projects,
typically creating millions of dollars in new revenue or cost savings.

Real-Time Project Valuation
· Does project analysis and arguing about assumptions
take too long?
· Do you have difficulty determining the financial
implications of your projects?
· Are you unsure about how to address risk, uncertainty
and options?

Focus Projects on the Most Important
Objectives
· Do you have difficulty focusing on what is most important
to your business?
· Are operational details and stage-gate checklists bogging
things down?
· Are you concerned about not having enough great ideas?

Decision Advisor enables rapid valuation of projects and

Decision Advisor automatically creates and analyzes a

opportunities.

spreadsheet business model, creating a “tornado” chart
that shows the effect of uncertainties on business results.

Workshop Agenda
• Review current project plans
• Discuss Technical Success
• Discuss Commercial Potential

The tornado chart reveals the uncertainties that have
the greatest impact on
project value. Teams use
this information to direct

• Review financial and risk analysis

their projects towards

• Refine project plan

working on the most
important objectives.

Users often initiate projects using Decision Advisor in
a workshop format. The system supports the team as
members develop important project issues and agree on
initial data, producing a first cut evaluation of the model
automatically created by Decision Advisor.
Whether you are developing deliverables for a gate meeting, strategizing a project, gathering information from many
sources into a single view, or simply trying out an idea,
there is no faster and better way to complete the task.
A powerful analytical platform, Decision Advisor can compare many projects, build reusable models of a business
situation, and conduct in-depth decision and risk analysis of
highly complex business problems.

For example, the chart
shows that the team’s
prior focus on low
investment cost and speed to market overlooked the major
sources of value for the business—they were working on
issues that had very little impact.
The tornado chart showed where their efforts should
be focused. By redeploying efforts on achieving longer
competitive advantage (the widest bar at the top) they
could more than double their project’s value.
The team used this information to refocus the project plan,
creating hundreds of millions in potential value.

Decision advisor

Link Technical and Commercial Perspectives

Create Defensible and Clear Evaluations

· Do you have difficulty bringing technical and commercial

· Do you have trouble understanding what your projects

perspectives together?

are really worth?

· Are there too many metrics without clear direction?

· Do black-box analyses or biased justifications confuse the
issue?

· Do you have trouble getting good data?
Decision Advisor steps you through mapping out technical

· Do you have difficulty addressing uncertainty?

hurdles, commercial impact, and other issues crucial to

Decision Advisor automatically constructs a spreadsheet

technical success.

model from the value map.

Project Evaluation Through Phases
•
•
•
•

Technology
Timing

Idea
Prototype
Productize
Commercialize

Probability of Proceeding to Next Phase
• Cost
• Duration

Cash Flow
from
New
Product

• Base market size
• Base market growth rate

•
•
•
•

New product margin
Peak market share
Ramp-up duration
Peak share duration

Project
Value

Probability
of Success

Base Market

New Product

Project
Investment

Contribution
if Successful

Launch Costs
•
•
•
•

Marketing and sales yearly startup expense
Years of marketing and sales startup
Capital and manufacturing yearly startup cost
Years of capital and manufacturing startup

The value map gets everyone—from technical to marketing
to financial to manufacturing—on the same page, agreeing
on the relevant metrics, and contributing value within their
areas of expertise.
The value map rapidly focuses attention on the
crucial forecasts, for example, in this map, Duration of
Competitive Advantage, and Chip Price drive the project’s
value. Next the team explores the uncertainty in each
forecast, leaving it to Decision Advisor to handle the
mechanics of combining the forecast. This frees the team
to develop a common understanding of what is possible,
enabling development of better ideas for exploiting

Project Business Model
The spreadsheet above—constructed in seconds from
the value map—is the economic model for the project.
By saving time, rework and avoiding input errors, this
realtime analysis lets project teams immediately see their
project in financial terms, conduct “what if” analyses, and
refine their plans.

opportunities and mitigating risks.
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Since 2000, SmartOrg software and services have helped companies discover their most profitable opportunities. We provide solutions for the economic evaluation of opportunities, especially
when the future is clouded with uncertainty. Companies like Boeing, Chevron, Dow AgroSciences,
HP, SanDisk and TEVA Pharmaceuticals use SmartOrg to build capability; drive innovation from
ideas to commercialization; and select projects and improve returns on their portfolios.
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